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ABSTRACT
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A perturbed error system is developed to de—
scribe the parameter and output error behaviors of
reduced—order application of adaptive identifier!
filters such..as the hyperstable adaptive recursive
filter (IIARF). Given satisfaction of a sufficient
excitation condition, this error system is shown to
exhibit a bounded—input, bounded—output (BIBO)
property. This implies that despite ofder insuffi—
ciency the output and parameter estimates of HARF
(and similar adaptive identifier/filter algorithms)
remain bounded.
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with the desired output of

I. INTRODUCTION
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In [1] the equivalence of the adaptive. infi—
flute impulse response (IIR) filtering problem and
the adaptive output error identification problem
solved in [2] and [3] is exploited. For asynpto—
tic stability the algorithms of [l]—[3] require
that the order of the autoregressive—moving—average
(ARMA) described adaptive identifier/filter (AIF)
match or exceed that of the mininal ARMA process
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given (4) and the following definitions
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As shown in [5], the adaptive hR filter HARP [1)
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II. REDUCED—ORDER ADAPTIVE IDENTIFIER/FILTER
ERROR SYSTEM
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can be written in the form of the error system of

Resolution of this robustness question is be—
gun in the next section by relating the reduced—
order application of [1] (and therefore [2]—[3]) to
a perturbed error model based on the free version
in [4]. The third section supports a limited affirmative answer to the boundedness question by
Lyapumov function analysis. This is followed by
comments on the sufficient excitation requirement
of this approach to reduced—order adaptive hR fil—
tering analysis.
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generating the desired output. This paper address—
es the reduced—order AIF question. That is, if the
order of the AIF is lower than that necessary to
yield no output error but for some bounded psrame—
ter values could yield a bounded output error, will
the output and parameters of the AlP remain bounded?
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For the error model resulting from reduced—
order application of [1] or [21—13]
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Substitution of (38) into (37) yields
where w is defined in (16) and the perturbation
signal p is defined by
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To continue evaluation of AV(k) for nonzero
pj), substitute (29) into (30) and solve for w(k)
as

0.
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Due to the positive definiteness of a, I', and L and
the requirement that a > ½, V(k) < 0 when p(k) = 0.
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and y(k) is the unmodeled portion of y. Note that
could also represent a noise signal. A concern is whether or not z(k) and subsequently
from [1] as in (l)—(5) will remain bounded if y (k)
remains bounded. Sought, using (21) and not (6Y in
(l)—(5), will be the implication that
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where y is the modeled portion of y and has the
same orer as the identifier filter
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where, due to the required [11—13] strict positive
reality(SPR) of (A, b, h, a), from the Kalman—Yacu—
bovich lemma
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In the event of reduced order application, the
desired output of (6) could be replaced by
y(k) =

T(k)f(k)(k)
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Similarly the adaptive output error identifier corn—
bining (l)—(6) in [2] and (l)—(4) in [3] can be
written in the form of (7)-(lO).
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III. PERTURBED ERROR SYSTEM BIBO STABILITY
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in order to match (24). The remainder of the error
system, i.e. (7), (9), (10), and (l2)—(20) would be
unaltered in accommodating the effects of reduced—
order modeling.
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Formation of (42) validates the approach proposed
in [6] for interpretation of the reduced—order
modelling problem (and in [2] for the noisy measurement problem) with the algorithms of [l]—[3] such
that the unmodeled output serves as a forcing func—
tion into the homogeneous equations of the adequately ordered case. Due to the boundedness of
A, b, h, and d and the normalization of x(k), F(k)
and G(k) are bounded, i.e.
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i.e. sufficient excitation occurs, there exists
some 0 <
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Observation 3: If p(k) is bounded, as in (40), and
,
large I L(k) H implies large I l.T(k)(k)
sufficient excitation occurs, then I [(k) I +
in (28)—(31) is asymptotically bounded and
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the objective in (23) is achieved.
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Such a- forced, time—varying system description is
derived by solution of (29) and (30) for
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IV. SUFFICIENT EXCITATION REQUIREMENT
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The validity of the insights of the last section rests on the satisfaction of the condition
embodied in Observation 1 that for nonzero p(k)
This is
large I L(k) II implies large I jxT(k)(k) .
similar to the nonorthogonality sufficient excitation condition in equation error estimation [8] re—
quired for consistent parameter estimation. However
the x in (18) includes both estimator inputs and
outputs unlike equation error.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The need for this sufficient excitation re—
quirement on the error system in (28)—(3l) is possibly best illustrated by composition of a forced
feedback loop from (28)—(31) with state vector
[eT(k) T(k)]T. Consider a nonzero forcing p(k)

This paper established the bounded—input,
bounded—output (BIBO) character of the error system
associated with reduced—order use of HARP and simi—
lar adaptive recursive filters and output error
identifiers given a sufficient excitation condition.
This BIBO property supports the conclusions that,
since a stable low—order model of a stable higher—
order system always exists, the output estimates
and parameter estimates of an AIF such as HARF will
remain bounded despite reduced-order application
given sufficient excitation. This sufficient
excitation condition is peculiar in that it ex—
cludes the near—orthogonality of the vector of auto—
regressive and moving—average parameter estimate
errors with the vector of past outputs and inputs
of the AIF when the parameter error vector is large.
Whether or not this undesirable condition can occur
for an AIF such as HARP has not been ascertained.
It was shown that it is possible for the general
underlying perturbed error system derived from [4].
This BIBO robustness in reduced—order application
can also be deduced [9] from the exponential con—
vergence character of HARF in adequate—order application under a sufficient excitation condition
on the filter input alone [10].

causing a large k). However, if xT(k)(k) is very
small then the energy in the time—varying component
of (30)—(3l) is not appreciably dissipated through
the linear, time—invariant, SPR component of (28)—
(29). Assume, for example, that xY(k)±(k) = 0 for
k > 0. From (31)
could clearly become inces—
santly larger. Such a possibility is noted in

Observation 4: In the perturbed error system of
(28)—(31) the possibilit exists that though p and
e remain bounded, if I L4 I I is small despite large
J I, LI I can increase without bound,
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where p(k) is chosen such that v(k) ' 0, for all
Since n is unity in (19), for r chosen as
k > 0.
the identity matrix from (53)
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